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Abstract. In this paper we prove that an isometric stable minimal immersion of a complete oriented
surface into a hyperk̈ahler 4-manifold is holomorphic with respect to an orthogonal complex structure,
if it satisfies a Bernstein-type assumption on the Gauss-lift. This result generalizes a theorem of
Micallef for minimal surfaces in the euclidean 4-space. An example found by Atiyah and Hitchin
shows that the assumption on the Gauss-lift is necessary.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that any holomorphic map of a Riemann surface into a Kähler
manifold minimizes area in its homology class. The main question we study in this
paper is the following:

PROBLEM 1. Given an isometric stable minimal immersionF :M ! N of a
completeoriented surfaceM into a hyperk̈ahler4-manifoldN , isF holomorphic
with respect to some orthogonal complex structure onN?

In general the answer to the above problem is negative: Atiyah and Hitchin ([1])
have found an example of a minimal two-sphere in the hyperkähler 4-manifold ~M0

2,
the universal cover of the centered 2-monopoles inR

3 with finite action, which is
not holomorphic w.r.t. any compatible complex structure on~M0

2, and which has
been proved to be stable by Micallef and Wolfson ([7]).

In this paper we find a sufficient condition on the immersion for the problem to
have positive answer.

We recall that for locally embedded submanifoldsM in N the property to be a
complex (or anti-complex) submanifold of(N; J) can be expressed by saying that
the tangent spaceTpM isJ-invariant for eachp 2M . WhenN has real dimension
4 a way to measure theJ-invariance ofTM is given by the K̈ahler angle: it follows
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from Wirtinger’s inequality that if! is the restriction of the K̈ahler form of(N; J)
to TM , we can write! = cos�J dVolM and thatM is a complex submanifold
w.r.t. J) if and only if�J = 0 onM .

It is possible to express the stability condition in terms of the Kähler angle.
Micallef and Wolfson ([7]) proved that ifM is stable and� is a section with
compact support of the normal bundle thenZ

M

fj�@�j2 � 2[jd�J j2 + 1
4S sin2�J ]j�j

2gdVol > 0;

whereS is the scalar curvature ofN . Using this formula, they proved (Corollary
5.3 page 260) that ifN is hyperk̈ahler (see section 2 for the definition),M is
compact and the normal bundle admits a holomorphic section, then the immersion
F is holomorphic with respect to one of the complex structures ofN .

We’ll apply the previous formula in the caseN is hyperk̈ahler andM not
necessarily compact. The crucial problem is then to produce a holomorphic section
of the normal bundle with appropriate growth and to do this we’ll need some further
hypothesis.

To overcome this problem we assume that the composition of the Gauss lift
(see section 2 for the definition) with the projection over the sphereS2 omits an
open set. Eells and Salamon ([5]) proved that, under our assumptions, this map is
anti-holomorphic, extending the analogy with the Gauss map of minimal surfaces
in the euclidean space. This will allow us to prove the main result of this paper:

THEOREM 1.1.LetF :M ! N be an isometric stable minimal immersion of a
complete oriented surfaceM into a4-dimensional hyperk̈ahler manifoldN . If the
Gauss lift ~F+:M ! S+ = N �S2 omits an open set ofS2, thenF is holomorphic
with respect to some orthogonal complex structure ofN .

About the assumption on the Gauss lift in the above theorem, we recall that
the image of the Gauss lift of the stable two sphere found by Atiyah and Hitchin
mentioned before, is the wholeS2.

As we will see in the proof of the main theorem the condition on the Gauss lift
is equivalent to the requirement for the Kähler angle to omit an open set of[0; �].

WhenM is compact, Wolfson ([10]) has proved that the conclusion of Theorem
1.1 holds even without the stability assumption and with a milder one on the Gauss
lift. His result is the following:

THEOREM 1.2.LetM be a compact oriented minimal surface in a hyperkähler
4-manifoldN . If the Gauss lift omits two antipodal points of the2-sphere(i.e. the
surface istotally real), thenF is holomorphic with respect to some orthogonal
complex structure ofN .

Wolfson’s result leads naturally to conjecture that the stability assumption might
be unnecessary also in Theorem 1.1; we leave this intriguing problem for further
research.
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Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of a theorem of Micallef ([6]) in the case when
N is the euclidean 4-space which is the easiest example of hyperkähler manifold.
In particular he proved the following:

THEOREM 1.3.LetF : M ! R
4 be an isometric stable minimal immersion of a

complete oriented surfaceM into the euclidean4-space. If one of the projections
of the Gauss map ontoS2 � S2 omits an open set, thenF is holomorphic with
respect to some orthogonal complex structure ofR

4.

In the second section we show how this theorem follows from our result. For
sake of completedness we recall that by a famous theorem due to Chern ([3])
and Osserman ([8]) we know that, in the case of the euclidean 4-space, if both
projections on the spheres of the Gauss map omit an open set thenM is a plane.

2. Notations and Definitions

Let N be a riemannian manifold with metricg, M a Riemann surface andF :
M ! N a map. Letr denote the Levi–Civita connections onTM andF�1TN .

Let now assume that dimN = 4 andN is oriented. In this case the Hodge-star
operator� : �2(TN)! �2(TN), gives rise to a decomposition

�2(TN) = �2
+(TN)� �2

�(TN);

where�2
�(TN) are the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues�1. The

elements of�2
� are calledself-dualandantiself-dualforms respectively. LetS� =

S(�2
�) be the two-sphere bundle of unit vectors. TheGrassmann bundle~G2 is the

bundle whose fibre atx 2 N is ~G2(TxN), the space of oriented two dimensional
subspaces ofTxN .

We can associate to an immersionF :M ! N another map, called theGauss
lift of F , ~F :M ! ~G2 defined by

~F (p) = F�(TpM);

which is an element of~G2(TxN) whereF (p) = x. In the case of immersions in the
euclidean space it is possible to avoid the difficulty of working with bundles in the
following way: givenF :M ! R

n defineF :M ! ~G2(R
n) whereF (p) is the

two planeF�(TpM) translated to the origin.F is called theGauss map. We recall
that ~G2(R

n) may be identified with a quadricQn�2 in CPn�1, and that a conformal
immersion is harmonic if and only ifF :M ! Qn�2 is anti-holomorphic (see
Chern [3]). It is well known thatQ2 is diffeomorphic toS2 � S2 using Pl̈ucker
coordinates (e.g. see Chern–Spanier [4]). The same happens also in the general case:
indeed~G2(TxN) is isomorphic to(S+)x � (S�)x and so we have two projections
p�: ~G2(TN) ! S� and two new maps~F�:M ! S�, ~F� = p� � ~F . Hence if
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N = R
n , ~F+ is the projection ofF onto the firstS2 and this gives the relation

between our theorem and Micallef’s one.
It is possible to give an interpretation of the bundlesS� in terms of almost

complex structures overN . In fact if w 2 S� on thex-fiber, then it is clearly
possible to choose an oriented orthonormal basisfeig of TxN such thatw =
e1 ^ e2 + e3 ^ e4. DefiningJe1 = e2; Je3 = e4 andJ2 = �1, we get an almost
complex structure overN oriented consistently withN . If �i is the dual basis of
ei then! = �1 ^ �2 + �3 ^ �4 is the fundamental 2-form associated to the almost
complex structureJ given byg(JX; Y ). In the case ofS� we get contrariwise
oriented almost complex structures overN .

By definition a riemannian manifold is calledhyperk̈ahlerif it admits a family of
compatible complex structures parametrized byS2, with respect to each of which
the manifold is K̈ahler. In this caseS+ = N � S2 and every point of the sphere
represents a complex structure onN .

Let (N; g; J) be an hermitian manifold, i.e.g is a riemannian metric,J a
complex structure such thatg(JX; JY ) = g(X;Y ) for everyX;Y 2 TN , ! the
fundamental 2-form andv the fundamental 2-vector ofN . If ei is a unitary basis
of T (1;0)N , such thatg(ei; �ej) = �ij , we can write

v = �i
nX

k=1

ek ^ �ek:

Let us denote byT (1;1)
0 N the space of(1;1)-vectors orthogonal tov. So we

have

�C

2(TN) = T (2;0)N � T (0;2)N � C v � T
(1;1)
0 N:

It is easy to prove that, if dimN = 4,

�C

�(TN) = T
(1;1)
0 N �C

+(TN) = T (2;0)N � T (0;2)N � C v: (1)

If y is a point in thex-fibre ofS+, thenTyS+ = Vy�Hy whereVy is the space
of vertical vectors, i.e. those tangent to the fiber(S+)x. By (1) VC

y is isomorphic,

via an isomorphism�, toT (2;0)
x N � T

(0;2)
x N .

By the above observationy fixes an almost complex structure,J�(y), onTxN .
For anyy in the x-fibre of S+, ��jHy

defines an isomorphism betweenHy and
TxN . We will denote this isomorphism with�. So we can define an almost complex
structureJ1 (warning: this is calledJ2 in [5]) on S+ by

J1(vy; hy) = (Iyvy; J�(y)hy);

whereI is minus the standard complex structure onS2. This means that the vectors
of type (1;0) with respect toJ1 in TyS+ are given by(T (1;0)

x N)� � (T
(0;2)
x N)� .

Let us recall the following (see Eells–Salamon [5]):
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THEOREM 2.1.If F :M ! N is a conformal and harmonic immersion, then~F+
is J1-holomorphic.

Then we are in the following situation: given an hyperkähler manifoldN and a
minimal isometric immersionF :M �! N we have

M
~F+
�! S+ = N � S2 �

�! S2 �
�! C [ f1g;

where� is the projection on the second factor and� is the stereographic projection.
On S2 we are considering the usual complex structure so that� � ~F+ is anti-
holomorphic. If the Gauss lift~F+ omits an open set ofS2we have, after composition
with a stereographic projection with pole in this open set and conjugation, a bounded
holomorphic map fromM to C . This will be a crucial point in the proof of our
theorem.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Micallef and Wolfson ([7]) proved that the stability condition implies that, for every
compactly supported section� of the complexified normal bundle�C :Z

M

fj�@�j2 � 2[jd�j2 + 1
4S sin2�]j�j2gdVol > 0;

whereS is the scalar curvature ofN . If N is hyperk̈ahler thenS = 0. So we have
Z
M

j�@�j2 > 2
Z
M

jd�j2j�j2 : (2)

Suppose there exists a global holomorphic section� of �C in L2. Then, taking
a cut-off functionfR such thatfR = 1 onBR(p), fR = 0 outsideB2R(p) and
jd(fR)j < c

R
everywhere, applying 2 tof� we get

2
Z
M

jd�j2f2
Rj�j

2
6 2

Z
M

jd(fR)j
2j�j2:

LettingR ! 1 we have that, since� 2 L2, d� = 0 and so� is constant onM .
Now, as in [10], choose a pointp 2 M and a complex structure onTN such that
TpM is a complex subspace ofTF (p)N . The Kähler angle of this complex structure
vanishes atp, but it is still constant onM . Then the immersion is holomorphic with
respect to this complex structure ofN .

So the following lemma concludes the proof of the theorem:

LEMMA 3.1. If the hypothesis of the theorem hold then there exists a global
holomorphic section� of the complexified normal bundle such that� is square
integrable.
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Proof. Let W be an open set ofS2 s.t.W � S2 n ~F+(M), andJ a complex
structure onN corresponding, via the discussion in section 2, to a point inW . We
then have 1�cos�J < 1��, � > 0, everywhere onM . SinceF is conformal there

existfe1; e2g local real vector fields inF�(TM) such thatF�( @

@z
) =

q
�

2(e1�ie2),
where� is the conformal factor of the immersion; then we completefe1; e2g to a
local orthonormal basis ofTN , fe1; : : : ; e4g. Defining

f1 = e1; f2 = Je1

f3 = e4; f4 = �Je4;
(3)

we have directly that

h ~F+(p); f1 ^ f2 + f3 ^ f4i = cos�J(p): (4)

This means, by the discussion in Section 2, that the angle betweenJ as a
point of the sphere and~F+(p) is precisely the K̈ahler angle atp and therefore the
stereographic projection of~F+, from the point corresponding toJ in S2 has norm

sin�J
1�cos�J

.
We will indicate the hermitian product ofX andY by g(X;Y ) andX � Y =

g(X;Y ), so that the� product iscomplex bilinear. Defines = [JF�(
@

@z
)]? , where

J is a complex structure onN and? is the projection onto the normal bundle�C .
s is a local holomorphic section of�C , in fact:

D�zs = D�z

  
JF�

�
@

@z

�
�

�
JF�

�
@

@z

��T!!

=

�
r
F�

@
@�z

�
JF�

�
@

@z

���?
�

 
r
F�

@
@�z

 �
JF�

�
@

@z

��T!!?

;

(5)

whereD is the covariant derivative in the normal bundle andr is the covariant
derivative onN . The first term vanishes becauseJ is parallel andF is harmonic;
the second term vanishes also. To prove this first observe that

�
JF�

�
@

@z

��T
=

1
�

��
JF�

�
@

@z

�
� F�

�
@

@�z

��
F�

�
@

@�z

�

+

�
JF�

�
@

@z

�
� F�

�
@

@z

��
F�

�
@

@z

�� (6)

but

JF�

�
@

@z

�
� F�

�
@

@�z

�
= 0 (7)
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and then 
r
F�

@
@�z

�
JF�

�
@

@z

��T!?

=
1
�

��
JF�

�
@

@z

�
� F�

�
@

@z

���
r
F�

@
@�z

F�
@

@z

��?
(8)

and then again harmonicity (i.e.r
F�

@
@�z
F�

@

@z
= 0 ) proves our claim.

Then �s
jsj2

is a local meromorphic section of�C ; in fact we haveDzs = fs, where

f is a complex valued function such that@(s��s)
@z

= fs � �s and thereforef =
@ log jsj2

@z
.

So we have

D�z

�
�s

jsj2

�
=

@

@�z

�
1
jsj2

�
�s+

1
jsj2

D�z (�s) =
�
@

@�z

�
1
jsj2

�
+

1
jsj2

�f

�
�s

=

�
@

@�z

�
1
jsj2

�
+

1
jsj4

@

@�z

�
jsj2
��

�s = 0:
(9)

Since the Gauss lift omits the open setW of S2 and it is holomorphic, taking
p 2 W , the functionh defined by the conjugate of� � � � ~F+, where� is the
stereographic projection from the pointp, is bounded and holomorphic. SoM
admits (see Ahlfors–Sario [2] and Springer [9]) a square integrable holomorphic
differential �. In a local chart(U; z), � = � dz. Hence� = �s

jsj2
h� is a global

meromorphic section of�C : in fact, if (V;w) is another local chart such that
U \ V 6= ; we have� = � 0dw, where� 0 = @z

@w
� and @

@w
= @z

@w

@

@z
onU \ V and

so�(w) = �(z) onU \ V .
To prove that� is square integrable we look at the zeros ofs which are the

points where�
g

�
JF�

�
@

@z

�
;

q
1
2(e3 � ie4)

�
; g

�
JF�

�
@

@z

�
;

q
1
2(e3 + ie4)

��

= (
p
� sin�J ;0) = (0;0):

Hence they are the anti-complex points ofF with respect toJ (because there are
no complex points w.r.tJ by assumption).

We have then���� �s

jsj2
h�

���� =
���� 1
1� cos�

���� j�jp
�
;

which is a locally bounded function. Hence

���� �s

jsj2
h�

����
2

6 Cj�j2
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and then is inL2, since� is inL2. 2
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